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Abstract—Software Defined Radios (SDR) allow a dynamic reconfiguration technique of reusing hardware to implement the physical layer processing of a Cognitive Radio (CR) equipment. This paper exhibits three hardware implementation approaches for an SDR respectively called velcro, parametrization and dynamic partial reconfiguration. The main objective of this paper is to discuss the best way to design a flexible, high performed and a low power consumption CR equipment.

Index Terms—encoder, architecture, dynamic partial reconfiguration, performance

I. INTRODUCTION

For mobile communication systems concerning the third generation, it will be necessary to realize a smart wireless terminal that can operate under several communication systems. Software defined radio (SDR) is a technology that comes progressively to realize this objective. The SDR is a wireless communication system in which some function blocks are implemented using flexible software routines instead of fixed hardware. So various wireless communication systems can be easily supported by the same platform [1]. An SDR terminal changes adaptively its operation mode according to the type of the available wireless network. Although this concept is very interesting, using programmable hardware for SDR terminals has been unachievable because of their tight power budget and their high demand on computation capability. The power allowed for baseband signal processing should be lower than several hundred mW in order to be used for commercial purposes [2]. Furthermore, the Programmability needed for the execution of various wireless protocols tends to increase the power of the hardware system efficiency. Designing the digital baseband processing of such an extremely flexible system is a very challenging task. This step is very critical given that these dynamic reconfigurable radios are strictly limited by the consumption of energy. Many approaches and studies have addressed the hardware reconfigurability/programmability of the SDR design. The “Velcro” approach aims at supporting several communication standards through few self-contained complex communication components; each one is exclusively dedicated to a given standard. On the contrary, the pioneering work in [3, 4, 5] proposed a new design approach, named “Parameterization”. This approach aims at designing multi-standards systems in which operations can be modified by a simple parameter adjustment. This approach can be extended to lower level entities called common operators. Palicot and al [6], [14] proposes a very interesting technique based on graph theory for optimal determination of common operators/function. This approach is based on selecting the primitive operators and invoking them repeatedly to perform the various communication tasks as it is necessitated by each standard. More recently, FPGA Dynamic Partial Reconfiguration (DPR) has been widely studied in academia [11]. DPR provides the modification of a portion of the device while the rest remains unchanged and active. It has prominent advantages such as the increase of the system performance, the ability to change hardware, hardware sharing and less reconfiguration time [12][13].

In this paper, we investigate performance, flexibility, and power consumption of the above design approaches (i.e. Velcro, parameterization, and DPR). As we know, there are not many papers published concerning the impact of the hardware design technique on power consumption in the context of SDR equipment design. This analysis helps us to take a very simple hardware block: the convolutional encoder. In the remainder of this paper, Section 2 explains the specifics of convolutional encoder. Section 3 exposes the different architectures to implement such processing block (Velcro, parameterization, Partial reconfiguration). Sections 4 and 5 give and detail the main implementation results followed by the conclusion in Section 6.

II. CONVOLUTIONAL ENCODER

Convolutional codes were introduced by Peter Elias [8] in 1955. They are the widely used channel codes in practical communication systems. The encoded bits depend not only on the current \( k \) input bits but also on past input bits. They are described by three integers, \( n, k \) and \( K \), where the ratio \( k/n \) is called the code rate and \( K \) is a parameter known as the constraint length; it represents the number of \( k \) stages in the encoding shift register. The constraint length \( K \) determines the capability and complexity of the code. Several decoding algorithms have been proposed in the literature, but the most well-known is probably Viterbi algorithm [9]. As
with the majority of codes, convolutional codes typically use binary symbols. Figure 1 illustrates a simple \((7, 5)\) binary convolutional encoder of constraint length \(K = 3\). The octal numbers 7 and 5 represent the code generator polynomials, which read in binary \((111_2 \text{ and } 1011_2)\) It corresponds to the shift register connections to the respectively upper and lower modulo-two adders. The choice of the connections between the adders and shift register gives rise to the characteristics of the code. At each input bit time, a bit is shifted into the leftmost stage and the bits in the register are shifted one position to the right. The output switch presents the sample of the output of each modulo-2 adder, forming the code symbol pair associated with the present input bit. The sampling is repeated for each inputted bit.

### III. Convolutional Encoder Architectures

In order to estimate and analyze the impact of the implantation method on power consumption, we consider here some examples of convolutional encoder used by GSM, UMTS and 802.11g standards. Table I illustrates the generators polynomials used by above standards.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conv. Coding</th>
<th>Rate</th>
<th>Generators polynomials</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GSM TCH/FH</td>
<td>(1/2)</td>
<td>(G_0 = 41) (G_1 = 33)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCH/HE</td>
<td>(1/3)</td>
<td>(G_4 = 155) (G_5 = 123) (G_6 = 137)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UMTS BCH, PCH</td>
<td>(1/2)</td>
<td>(G_0 = 661) (G_1 = 753)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCH/HE</td>
<td>(1/5)</td>
<td>(G_5 = 657) (G_6 = 663) (G_7 = 711)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>802.11 G</td>
<td>(1/2)</td>
<td>(G_0 = 133) (G_1 = 171)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

What is conventional is that we can implement our channel encoder using a synchronous approach, in which all blocks are assumed to have finished computation when a clock edge arrives. In this paper, we will use a Globally Asynchronous Locally Synchronous (GALS) approach. In this system synchronous modules with locally generated clocks are used with asynchronous connections between them. Therefore, we retain the advantages of synchronous circuits, and we can exploit the advantages of asynchronous routing at the same time. The designed system is composed of blocks which can be individually optimized and the timing of one block does not affect the other block. The channel encoder might work on different standards such as GSM, UMTS and in different modes for example GSM TCH, UMTS-BCH. We implement the channel encoder using three architectures Velcro, parameterization and partial dynamic reconfiguration.

In Velcro approach, each standard is optimized and can be implemented as an independent Processing Element (PE)[15] shown in figure 2-a. The inter-change between these PEs can be made by using a select signal “select”. Switching from one standard to another can be done during one clock cycle. However, all standards must be implemented on chip which can increase the global power consumption of the design.

The parameterization architecture [7] is based on using parameters to switch from one standard to another. In this approach standards share resources as seen in figure (2-b). To commute between different standards, we should only modify the polynomial generator parameters. This approach consists in the reusing of the same design to perform different standards. To design parameterization architecture the worst case must be adopted. This approach reduces occupied area but it’s more complex if we increase the number of parameters; and this requires more than one cycle clock to change standard.

Partial reconfiguration is one of the useful solutions to increase the chip operating rate. Furthermore, the partial reconfiguration helps to customize the size of one reconfigurable module that has enough logic cells for the appointed standard. It is useful to reduce the implementation area of the design. In this approach, to commute from one standard to another, we need to update or design our architecture using partial bit stream. A unit of control is needed to manage efficiently the partial reconfiguration. This architecture is composed of static region containing primitive operators (XOR and shift registers) and reconfigurable region. There are inter-connections between different shifts register and XOR operators through Look Up Table (LUT).

The work presented in this paper focuses on comparing the impact of the above design approaches in what concern performance, configuration overhead, and power consumption.

### IV. Target Platform

In order to demonstrate the propriety of three presented approaches, XILINX development board XC5FXV5 [10] is used; it is equipped with a Virtex-5 FPGA and 9MBits of extern SRAM, and is connected with a standard PC. The basic structure is shown in Figure IV. The main control over the microprocessor MicroBlaze, is implemented in the FPGA. The Configuration files, which are stored in on-board SRAM, are transferred via ICAP configuration interface. The above module is working with clock frequency \(freq_{clock} = 100MHz\). As seen in figure 3, a direct memory access engines to establish a direct transfer link between the extern on-board SRAM, in which the configuration files are stored. By comparing the original design where the ICAP controller
contains only the ICAP and ICAP FSM, our new ICAP controller [8] provides high efficient with transfer throughput 400Mbytes/s. It helps to reduce the reconfiguration overhead during the reconfiguration processing.

V. IMPLEMENTATION & RESULTS

In this section, we present separately the implementation results of three channel encoder architectures. In order to implement the channel encoders, we employed the Xilinx ISE development tool [10]. All the three architectures are being tested with the same data. Table II shows the optimized value of the area required for the different architectures: Velcro, Parameterization and Partial Reconfiguration. We notice that the Partial Reconfiguration design method has significantly optimized the implementation area and the highest performance value (maximum frequency). The potential savings of the optimized area are around 49%.

By making a comparison with other architectures in terms of hardware resource complexity, the partial reconfigurable approach has the highest processing rate. In fact, Velcro architecture wastes on-chip logic cell for the idle function module more than the parameterization architecture and more than Partial reconfigurable architecture.

Table III gives the experimental results in term of power consumption of the three approaches. The over high total power is for the total FPGA fabric in which include the leakage power and dynamic power. The results are obtained via XPower, which is the power estimation tool of Xilinx. We find that the saving area on chip indicates directly the optimized power consumption.

### TABLE II

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Design Method</th>
<th>LUTs</th>
<th>FlipFlop</th>
<th>I/O</th>
<th>Freq_max (MHZ)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Velcro</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>39/4</td>
<td>359,409</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parametrization</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>39/5</td>
<td>360,021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partial reconfig</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>37/5</td>
<td>360,888</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The power consumption of those architectures is on a regular pattern which is identical to the optimization of the area shown in table II. As we can see from table III. Static power of Velcro approach is higher than the others because...
the logic cell is required to implement simultaneously all the independent modes. The dynamic power system is also higher because the synchronous "inactive" modes still draw power on each clock cycle. The third design approach implements only the correct circuit for the current operating mode. Furthermore, the static power is lower than the others. Dynamic power is also reduced because of the lower toggle rate at each clock period. The partial reconfiguration method has savings of the power consumption which are around 50% than Velcro and around 35% than parameterization.

However, from our point view, the partial reconfiguration approach is not always perfect. The reconfiguration overhead is the major parameter to limit its use. As we know, the time to change one standard to another, in Velcro approach, is one clock cycle. The time to reprogram the standard in the architecture parameterization needs also several clock cycles. An added reconfiguration time is necessary to use partial reconfiguration. This time is dependent on the size of the configuration file and on the way to download it into FPGA. In our experimentation, For a configuration file with a size 13312 words (32 bits), the global reconfiguration time is 
\[ T_{\text{global}} = T_{\text{MicroBlaze overhead}} + T_{\text{RAM-to-ICAP}} = 1.2\text{us} + (13312/\text{freq}_{\text{clock}})\text{us} = 134,32\text{us}. \]
The configuration time is obtained by a hardware timer implemented in FPGA. The power required in the partial reconfiguration processing is not indicated in this work. It could be small with respect to the operating power of a circuit. Because the operating modes of a circuit are not frequently changed, the power consumption time is small for a long processing time.

The propriety of three different design methods are concluded in table IV resting on four aspects: processing rate (area), performance, power consumption and configuration overhead.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE IV</th>
<th>PROPRIETY OF DESIGN METHODS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Velcro</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parametrization</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partial reconfiguration</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We can see in table IV, velcro design approach provides the lowest configuration overhead because the switching time between different standard is holding only one clock period. However, the highest area waste makes the system power inefficient. Parameterization approach has less area waste than Velcro according to these attached parameters for reprogramming between different standard. Finally, Partial reconfiguration helps to increase power efficiency and FPGA logic cell use rate. However, an added configuration time must be consisted in the operating process and also, it is an unwanted power consumption.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, three design methods are implemented and analyzed through comparing its on-chip area occupation, performance, and power consumption. The implementation result demonstrates the partial reconfiguration as it is an effective way to increase the processing rate of logic cell and accordingly to reduce the power consumption. The interlacci area processing rate shows the advantage of using partial reconfiguration than Velcro, even supposing that the latter has shortest configuration time. As we know an added configuration overhead is appended when we use the partial reconfiguration; and it is insignificant thanks to the novel ICAP controller. Especially, in the real telecommunication example, these systems always have a lonidle time for a processing period. Therefore, the number of economic logic cells is more remarkable here. Added to that, When we reduce the number of logic cell, the power consumption is reduced at the same time. Therefore, based on this experimentation, the results of the extrapolation study indicate that the use of partial reconfiguration is more beneficial when the configuration overhead is not considered in the system.
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